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Ever since discovering that his mother is still alive, and being held captive by Lord Zelroth, Lusam

has been tormented by terrifying nightmares. He soon finds that it's not only his nightmares which

threaten to thwart his plans of a rescue, but also the King himself. New alliances are made and old

ones are tested to their limits as Lusam's single-mindedness to rescue his mother causes him to

take risks that he would never normally consider. A recent discovery allows Lord Zelroth to set in

motion a new plan, which, if successful, will once again tear open the Great Rift and release the

hordes of Netherworld creatures into the world, as well as the imprisoned God, Aamon. The very

survival of Afaraon, and, possibly, the entire world, may soon hinge on the decisions that Lusam

makes.
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These books are addictive. They make it impossible to live a normal life while reading them. They

make events such as birthdays and parties seem as if they are barriers preventing you from reading

the book. Forget going to bed early you will read them all night then notice the alarm going off for

work. Then you will call out sick to finish the book. I read all four in the course of a week or less,

they aren't short reads either.I think these books are great for people that love video games like

zelda or fable. Great for people that are sick and need something to read while stuck in bed. Great

for people wanting to escape the real world for a while. Lastly I bet 10-15 year old boys would really

live them, probably girls too.I refused to tell my cousin the name of the book for now because He



has a project for me to do and I know he'd be missing in action for about 2 weeks. Be careful who

you recommend them to, it could be the last time you see them for the next week or 2.

I really enjoyed this book and the continued story of Lusam, and other characters in the book. I like

the twist with Zedd now taking on more important role. Can't wait for book 5 to see how hopefully

the Dragons come into play. Overall book #4 was a very good book and one I will read again.

Unable to put it down, love to read this authors books. Non stop action at every turn of the page. I

just can't wait for the next in the series to come out.

I am really enjoying reading about Lusam. I enjoy the mix of romance and the "can't put the book

down" exciting issues Lusam has to solve. I really enjoy the heroism of all the characters and the

warm way they interact with each other. I can not find book 5 but am on edge waiting for it.

Very exciting story. I love the characters. I can hardly wait to read what happens next. I definitely

recommend this series

Another great book of this series and will definitely be reading more from this author as new book's

come out.

This book really started shaping the characters or better put flushing the characters to almost their

max. Still has to many open ended story lines to close. Makes for an easy read once you know a

little bit about each character

Can't wait to read the next installment of Lusams quest to become the final mage he was born to be

and will more of his roots and his people be explained in the following storyline.
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